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1 Scope

This document describes the UML Profile for Communicating Systems (UML-CS). The profile is intended as an easy to 
use and descriptive language that can also be used to specify systems formally and informally at different levels of 
abstractions, and which gives the ability to perform functional verification and generate executable applications. It draws 
on experiences with using SDL and UML for standardization purposes.

In UML 2.0, a framework for dealing with actions has been defined. As no textual or graphical notation has been defined 
for this framework, it is one of the primary goals of this profile to define a syntax for actions in a manner that is similar to 
most programming languages.

The semantics of UML 2.0 is quite flexible to be applicable to a large number of platforms and domains. In some cases, this 
means that semantics have been left unspecified, while in other cases there are different options specified through 
semantic variation points. As part of this profile, we close the semantic variation points as applicable, and define semantics 
where necessary. There are no standard data types defined in UML. For this reason, a set of primitive data types are 
defined as part of the profile.

While UML covers several concepts that are required for communicating systems, there are still a few missing concepts 
that have to be added. This include for example the definition of timers, and the ability to handle time.An important goal 
of the profile is to make UML smaller and easier to use. This is done by focusing on the commonly used concepts and 
defining a self-consistent subset of the language to be used in the specification of communicating systems

2 Conformance

This specification defines three conformance points. Implementations must support at least one of these.

3 Normative References

The following documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of the present 
document.References are either specific (identified by date of publication and/or edition number or version number) or 
nonâ\200\221specific.For a specific reference, subsequent revisions do not apply.For a non-specific reference, the latest 
version applies.Referenced documents which are not found to be publicly available in the expected location might be found 
at http://docbox.etsi.org/Reference.

• ITU-T Recommendation Z.100: Specification and Description Language (SDL)

• ITU-T Recommendation Z.105:

• ITU-T Recommendation Z.106:

• ITU-T Recommendation Z.109: UML Combined with SDL

• OMG UML 2.0 Superstructure specification

• ETSI EG 201 872: Methodological approach to the use of object-orientation in the standards making process

• ETSI EG 201 383: Use of SDL in ETSI deliverable
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• ETSI EG 202 106: Guidelines for use of SDL as a descriptive tool

•  ETSI MI/MTS-00073: SDL Concepts Check-list

•  36TD10: UML 2.0 Action Syntaxâ\200\224Feasibility Study

Other references pertain to documents produced by the Object Management Group and may be found via their web site at 
http://www.omg.org

• UML 2.0 Infrastructure Specification

• UML 2.0 Superstructure Specification

• UML Profile for Schedulability, Performance and Time

4 Terms and Definitions

For the purposes of this specification, the terms and definitions given in the normative reference and the following apply.

• UML-CS The UML Profile for Communicating Systems

• SDL Specification and Description Language

• UML Unified Modeling Language

• BNF Backus Naur Form

5 Additional Information

5.1 How to Read this Specification

The rest of this document contains the technical content of this specification. As background for this specification, readers 
may wish to refer to the UML: Infrastructure and UML: Superstructure specifications produced by the Object Management 
Group.

Although the chapters are organized in a logical manner and can be read sequentially, this is a reference specification is 
intended to be read in a non-sequential manner. Consequently, extensive cross-references are provided to facilitate 
browsing and search.

5.2 Acknowledgements

The following companies submitted and/or supported parts of this specification:

• Dr Ian Oliver, Nokia

• Mr. Antti Huima, Comformiq

• Mr. Juha Pärssinen, VTT 
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6 Diagrams

6.1 Overview

This chapter outlines the graphic elements that may be shown in the various diagrams that are admitted by the UML 
Profile for Communicating Systems. We aksi describe certain principles behind the language and implies methodological 
issues.

6.2 Methodological Aspects

Active classes are used to present the components of the system, while passive classes are used to represent datastructures 
that are manipulated by those active classes.

Active classes can have their behaviour described by that class’ state machine. Composite active classes - those that contain 
further active classes have their behaviour defined as the composition of all active classes that form the composition. 
Composite active classes do not in addition provide additional behaviour. That is, the structure of composite active classes 
forms a tree structure, with those active classes existing as leaf nodes having their behaviour described using their 
particular state machines. Those active classes that are not leaf nodes do not have their behaviour described using their 
own state machines but rather act as containers for the leaf nodes and further composite active classes.

Passive classes do not contain behaviour other than that described by their operations and attributes. That is passive classes 
do not have a thread of control, do not react to external stimuli other than a direct method invocation by another passive 
class or their owning active class. Passive classes do not contain state machines explicitly.

All communication between active classes is made via active class ports. No communication between active classes is made 
by way of shared pass ive classes or direct method invocation between passive or active classes. The profile does not allow 
passive classe instances to be shared between active classe instances Passive class operations (or methods) are solely used 
to manipulate the data contained within that passive class. Passive classes may invoke methods on other related passive 
classes but this conforms to method invocation semantics unlike the port and messsage based communication between 
active classes.

The rationale is that the semantics and language are as simple and rigorous as possible for the specification of 
communicating systems. The language is designed such that execution of the models is unambiguous as defined in the 
operational semantics provided later in this document.
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6.3 Class Diagram

The class diagram shows a view of the static structure of a system. Contained in the diagram are the individual classes, 
their attributes, methods, relationships and also the ports and interfaces by which active classes can communicate.

A class diagram may also be shown as in figure where two classes appear connected via an interface. In this example as 
previously, there is no implication that either class has a relationship either through the usual relationships mechanisms or 
their instances via connectors. This merely describes that the ports have the same interfaces.

Figure 1 Example class diagram

Figure 2 Alternate Interface Description in Class Diagrams
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The following nodes and edges can be drawn on the class diagram:

•Active classes

•Passive classes

•Interfaces

•Directed Associations

•Composition

•Generalisation

•Operation

•Attributes

•Ports

•Provided Interfaces

•Required Interfaces

Restrictions are places on associations between classes such that:

•generationlisation may only be between passive classes

•all associations are uni-directional

•the only type of association between active classes is that of composition.

Operations and attributes may only make reference to primitive data types and additionally in the case of active classes 
operations and attributes are always private. 

Each active classes that are the “leaf notes” of a composition are associated with a state machine described using the UML 
state diagram. This state diagram describes that active classes’ behaviour. Active classes that contain by strong composition 
other active classes may not be related to a state diagram. The behaviour of an active class composed of other active classes 
is defined as the union of behaviour of the leaf active classes.

6.4 State Machine Diagram

The state machine diagram is used to describe the behaviour of a given active class. This relationship is denoted by the 
name of the diagram matching the name of the active class of whose behaviour it describes.

The state machine diagram shows discrete states, the transitions between those states and any hirearchy of states.

The state machine diagram contains the following nodes and edges:

•States

•Transitions

•Guards

•Events
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•Start States

•Stop States

•Entry and exit actions

The semantics of event dispatch are described in more detail later in this document.

6.5 Composite Structure Diagram

The composite structure diagram is used to describe the instantiation and configuration of objects during the lifetime of 
the system. The diagram shows objects that are instrances of active classes and the wiring of the ports between them.

Figure 3 Example State Diagram

Figure 4 Example Composite Structure Diagram
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The composite structure diagram contains the following nodes and edges:

•a context class

•parts (instances of both active and passive classes)

•instances of ports on either the context class or contained parts

•connectors (between ports)

•links (instances of associations between active and passive classes)

•object multiplicity

The UML-CS imposes the restrictions such that, objects that are instances of passive classes(passive objects) can not be 
shared between objects that are instances of active classes (active objects).

The diagram is drawn in the context of an owning active object, that is, the diagram depicts the structure of any related 
and composed objects related to the owning active object.

6.6 Relationship Between Diagrams

The UML Profile for Communicating Systems defines the following set of diagrams. The shortened name of the diagram is 
given in parenthesis:

•Class Diagram (cd)

•State Machine Diagram (sm)

•Composite Structure Diagram (cs)

These are organised according to the taxonomy given below.

The class and composite structure diagrams show the static structure of the objects in a systems. The class diagram is 
irrespective of time such that it describes all possible states of the system. The composite structure diagrams may depeict 
particular moments in time from particular instants to the whole lifecycle of the system. The elements in these diagrams 
represent the meaningful concepts of a system and may include abstract, real-world and implementation concepts. The 

Figure 5 UML-CS Diagram Taxonomy
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class diagram describes the whole potential static structure of a system, while the composite structure diagram only 
describes the relationship between instances with respect to the linking of ports. The composite structure diagram must 
conform to the constraints and consistency rules given in the class diagram for a given system. These well-formedness 
rules are described late in this document.

The state machine diagram describes the behaviour of the objects in a system. A state machine diagram must be provided 
for each “leaf node” or non-composite active class. State machine diagrams are not provided for passive classes.

This taxonomy provides the logical organisation of these diagrams within the UML-CS profile and restricts their usage as 
defined in the UML to that defined in this document only.
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7 Notation

7.1 Overview

This chapter describes the individual elements that may appear in a specification written using the UML Profile for 
Communicating Systems.

7.2 Active Class

Description

An active class is one whose instances have their own threads of control. This implies that the objects’ behaviour may be 
autonomous but also react and send messages via some communications channel to other active objects.

Attributes

hasQueue: Boolean

Constraints

•the only way to communicate with an instance of ActiveClass is through one or more Ports

•no feature of an ActiveClass such as attributes or operations are public except for Ports

•if an ActiveClass does not have a queue, all of its owned Ports have a queue

•if an ActiveClass has a Behavior, it is a StateMachine (perhaps also need to cater for Interactions later)

•all operations and attributes are private

Semantics

An active class is a class that, as a direct consequence of its creation, commences to execute its behavior, and does not cease 
until either the complete behavior is executed or the active object is terminated by some external object. (This is 
sometimes referred to as “the object having its own thread of control”.) The points at which an active object responds to 
communications from other active objects is determined solely by the behavior of the active class and not by the invoking 
class. If the behavior of an active object completes, the object is terminated.

Notation

The stereotype <<active>> is written in the name compartment of the class.

7.3 Passive Class

Description

The passive class is one whose objects do not have their own thread of control and react to the environment on when 
called by operations
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Attributes

None

Constraints

isActive is always false

attributes and operations may be public, protected or private.

Semantics

The passive class used to represent data only. 

Public and protected methods and operations are inherited by any specialising class.

Private methods are visible only to the host class

Only public methods are visible from outside of the class.

Notation

No special notation other than that specified in the UML

7.4 Interface

Description

The interface to an active class describes the set of signals that can be received or sent by that class through its ports

Constraints

Interfaces can not contain attributes

Semantics

An interface is merely a declaration, it is not an instantiable model element; that is, there are no instances of interfaces at 
run time. The set of interfaces realized by a Port are its provided interfaces, which represent the obligations that instances 
of that Port have to their clients. They describe the services that the instances of that Port offer to their clients. Interfaces 
may also be used to specify required interfaces, which are specified by a usage dependency between the Port and the 
corresponding interfaces. Required interfaces specify services that a Ports needs in order to perform its function and fulfill 
its own obligations to its clients.

Notation

The stereotype <<interface>> is placed in the name compartment of the interface specification. A list of signals is then 
given in the second compartment.

7.5 Signal

Description

A signal is something that can be send through a port between active classes
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A signal instances are used to communication between instances of active classes. The receiving active object handles the 
signal instance as specified by its receptions. The data carried by a signal are represented as attributes of the signal 
instance. A signal is defined independently of the active classes handling the signal.

Attributes

None

Semantics

A signal triggers a reaction in the receiver in an asynchronous way and without a reply. The sender of a signal will not 
block waiting for a reply but continue execution immediately.

Notation

The stereotype <<signal>> is placed before the name of the signal. Signals appear only in interface specifications

7.6 Directed Association

Description

A directed association represents a relationship between a source model elements and a collection of target model 
elements.

Attributes

None

Constraints

Multiplicity must always be specified.

Multiplicity m..n must be in the range 0 <= m <= n and n >= 1.

The multiplicity on the souce end is 0..1 or 1. If no multiplicity is shown then 0..1 the defualt is unknown.

Passive classes can not have associations directed to active classes.

The direction must always be specified.

Semantics

If no role name is supplied then the name of the role is the same as the name of the target class. 

Notation

An arrow drawn between two  classes. A multiplicity and role name may be placed on the target end.

7.7  Composition

Description

Composition denotes that the target objects are lifetime dependent on their source composite object
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Attributes

None

Constraints

Multiplicity must always be specified.

Multiplicity m..n must be in the range 0 <= m <= n and n >= 1.

The multiplicity on the souce end is 1. 

The target class must be an active class.

Semantics

When the composite object is destroyed so are the objects that currently make up that object.

If no role name is supplied then the name of the role is the same as the name of the target class.

A composed class can have access to ports on the composite class such that any signals are routed through these ports 
directly to the composed class. A “through”-port idea.

Notation

A line drawn between active classes. A filled diamond is placed at the source end. A multiplicity and role name may be 
placed on the target end.

7.8 Generalisation

Description

A taxonomic relationship between a more general classifier and a more specific classifier. Each instance of the specific 
classifier is also an indirect instance of the general classifier. Thus, the specific classifier indirectly has features of the more 
general classifier.

Attributes

None

Constraints

Generalisation may only be made between passive classes (at least until we have worked out what it means for the state 
machine contained in an active class!)

Semantics

Good question. Liskov substitution principle? CLOS semantics? What about ports, interfaces etc

Notation

An arrow drawn between a pair of passive classes with an hollow (triangular) arrow pointing to the source class.
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7.9 Operation

Description

Opertions are actions that can be performed on the local set of attributes. They can only be called by method invocation 
and not by events.

Attributes

xxx

Semantics

xxx

Notation

The notation of an operation is generally: Type operationName ( parameters )

where parameters is zero or more of the form Type name

The return type is optional and if not specified then implies that the operation does not and

can not return a value. The parameters are also optional.

The Type may be of a Primitive type or maybe that of any existing passive class in the system.

7.10 Attribute

Description

Attributes are local variables within a class

Attributes

xxx

Semantics

When the class is initialised the attributes take the value of the specified initial value. If none is specified then the value is 
unspecified and can not be used for any calculation, processing or otherwise until explicitly set by some assingment 
operation.

Notation

An attribute is specified: Type attributesName = initialValue.

The initialValue is optional.

The Type may be of a Primitive type or maybe that of any existing passive class in the system.
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7.11 Port

Description

A port represents the mechanism by which a certain given set of signals can be received or sent between active classes.

Ports represent interaction points between a active class and its environment. The interfaces associated with a port specify 
the nature of the interactions that may occur over a port. The required interfaces of a port characterize the requests which 
may be made from the port to its environment through this port. The provided interfaces of a port characterize requests to 
the port that its environment may make through this port.

Attributes

isService is true in all ports in UML-CS i.e. port is used to provide the published functionality of a classifier (see UML2 
superstructure 7.11). However, if ports are used in timer mechanism, isService is false.

Semantics

A port represents an interaction point between a active class instance and its environment or between a active class 
instance and instances it may contain. The required interfaces characterize services that the owning active class expects 
from its environment and that it may access through this interaction point: Instances of this active class expects that the 
signals owned by its required interfaces will be offered by one or more instances in its environment. The provided 
interfaces characterize the signals that the owning active class offers to its environment at this interaction point: The 
owning active class must offer the features owned by the provided interfaces.

The provided and required interfaces completely characterize any interaction that may occur between a active class and its 
environment at a port. When an instance of a active class is created, instances corresponding to each of its ports are created 
and held in the slots specified by the ports, in accordancy with its multiplicity. A link from that instance to the instance of 
the owning active class is created through which communication is forwarded to the instance of the owning active class or 
through which the owning active class communicates with its environment. It is, therefore, possible for an instance to 
differentiate between requests for the invocation of a signal targeted at its different ports. Similarly, it is possible to direct 
such signals at a port, and the signals will be routed as specified by the links corresponding to connectors attached to this 
port.

Notation

A port is drawn as an unfilled box on the bounding box of an active class. To a port may be attached provided and 
required interfaces.

7.12 Provided Interface

Description

A provided interface describes the allowed set of signals that can be send via some port.

The provided interfaces characterize the signals that the owning active class offers to its environment at this interaction 
point: The owning active class must offer the features owned by the provided interfaces.

Attributes

None
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Semantics

See interface and port.

Notation

The provided interface is shown by a stick and ball figure drawn on an active class’ port element. 

7.13 Required Interface

Description

A required interface describes the allowed set of signals that can be received via some port.

The required interfaces characterize services that the owning active class expects from its environment and that it may 
access through this interaction point: Instances of this active class expects that the signals owned by its required interfaces 
will be offered by one or more instances in its environment.

Attributes

None

Semantics

See interface and port.

Notation

The required interface is shown by a stick and cup figure drawn on an active class’ port element. 

7.14 State

Description

A state models a situation during which some (usually implicit) invariant condition holds. The invariant may represent a 
static situation such as an object waiting for some external event to occur. 

Simple state

A simple state is a state that does not have substates, i.e. it has no submachine state machine i.e. no hierarchical states.

Submachine state

A submachine state specifies the insertion of the specification of a submachine state machine. The state machine that 
contains the submachine state is called the containing state machine. The same state machine may be a submachine more 
than once in the context of a single containing state machine. The entry, exit and activity actions, and internal transitions, 
are defined as part of the state. Submachine state is a decomposition mechanism that allows factoring of common 
behaviors and their reuse. Transitions in the containing state machine can have entry/exit points of the inserted state 
machine as targets/sources.

Constraints

States can not have multiple regions but hierarchical states is fine
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Semantics

xxx

Notation

A state drawn as a rounded box with the state name placed in the uppermost compartment. A second compartment 
providing entry and exit actions may be provided but is optional.

7.15 Transition

Description

A transition describes a valid change between states. A transition is triggered by some incomming event received though 
some port of the owning active class. A transition may be guarded in which case it will only cause the state change is the 
guard is true. The transition as part of its firing may cause events to be generated and/or calls to the operations of the 
owning class.

Attributes

xxx

Semantics

xxx

Notation

An arrowed line from the source to the target states. The naming of then transition is in the form 

event [guard] \ operation 

or

event [guard] \ ^event 

The receiving event is mandatory, the guard and any generated event or operation are optional.

7.16 Guard

Description

A guard is an expression that resolves to either true or false placed on a transition.

Attributes

None

Semantics

If a guard is true then the associated event, transition or operational may be ‘executed’

Guards may not have side-effects even if the constraint language used allows that.
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Guards are written in the context of the owning class of the state machine

Notation

A guard is a boolean expression written in some valid constraint language (nominally OCL). The guard is written between 
a pair of square brackets and placed after the receiving event on a transition and before the operation call or generated 
event if they are specified for that transition.

7.17 Event

Description

An event is triggered by the receipt of a signal through some port on an active class.

Attributes

xxx

Semantics

xxx

Notation

An event consists of a valid UML name written on a state diagram transition

7.18 Start State

Description

A start state is a kind of state that is unnamed and has a transition arrow from it to a named state which defines that state 
as being the initial state of the state machine when initialised.

Constraints

No transitions may be made to a start state.

A start state has one and only one transition from it to any given state other than a stop state.

The transition from a start state may contain a generated event or operation call. 

No guard nor triggering event can be specified on the transition from the start state

Every state machine must have a start state.

There can be only one state start for any given state machine

Semantics

xxx

Notation

A start state is drawn as a filled cirle.
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7.19 Stop State

Description

A stop state is a kind of state that is unnamed and may have many transition arrows to it from any named state. Stop states 
need not be specified for a given state machine but if specified then they represent states that can never be left.

Constraints

No transitions may be made from a stop state.

There may be many stop states for a given state machine.

Semantics

When the stop state is entered, its containing region is completed, which means that it satisfies the completion condition. 
The containing state for this region is considered completed when all contained regions are completed. If the region is 
contained in a state machine and all other regions in the state machine also are completed, the entire state machine 
terminates, implying the termination of the context object of the state machine. Currently in UML-CS multible regions are 
not allowed.

Notation

A stop state is drawn as a filled cirle inside an open circle.

7.20 Entry Action

Description

Entry actions define behaviour that happens immediately upon entry into a state after the transition has fired. They are 
only called when a state is explicitly entered.

Attributes

xxx

Semantics

xxx

Notation

The entry action is specified in the optional second compartment of a state. The specification of the entry action is the 
same as that of the generated event or operation call as seen on transitions. This however is preceeded by the word entry:

entry: [guard] \ operation

exit: [guard] \ operation

The guard is optional but if entry or exit statement are provided then either an operation or event must be supplied.

The notationof entry actions are:

entry: [guard] \ operation
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The guard is optional but if the entry statement is provided then either an operation or event must be supplied.

7.21   Exit action 

Description

Exit actions define behaviour that happens immediately upon exit from a state after the transition has fired. They are only 
called when a state is explicitly exited.

Attributes

xxx

Semantics

xxx

Notation

The exit action is specified in the optional second compartment of a state. The specification of the exit action is the same 
as that of the generated event or operation call as seen on transitions. This however is preceeded by the word exit:

exit: [guard] \ operation

exit: [guard] \ ^event

The guard is optional but if the exit statement is provided then either an operation or event must be supplied.

7.22 Active Object

Description

Active objects are instances of active classes. Active objects are used to present active communicating entities of system in 
concern, they have their own thread of control ...

Attributes

xxx

Constraints

Active objects be linked to same passive class simultaniously, i.e passive objects are not allowed to use to shared 
communication between active objects.

Semantics

XXX

Notation

Stereotype <<active>> in their top most compartment ???
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7.23 Passive Object

Description

A passive object is an instance of a passive class. Passive objects are used to present complicated data structure in cs 
diagram.

Attributes

xxx

Constraints

Same PC cannot be linked to two or more  different AC objects simultaniously, i.e PC objects are not allowed to use to 
shared communication between acive objects ....

Semantics

XXX

Notation

Stereotype <<passive>>  in their top most compartment ???

7.24 Port Instance

Should this have a name? Or is derivable from the object id and name of port in the class?

Description

These are connected by connectors and are used to present explicit communication channels ....

This is related to PiD vs channel communication ...

Attributes

xxx

Constraints

One to one, one to many, many to many ??? How to identify if many ???

Semantics

xxx

Notation

xxx
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7.25 Connector (between instances of ports)

Description

This is used to connect ports which are parts of active objects

Attributes

xxx

Semantics

xxx

Notation

xxx

7.26 Link 

Description

A link is an instance of directed association.

Attributes

xxx

Constrains

A passive class cannot be linked to more than one active class simultaneosly.

Semantics

Links conform to the semantics given in directed association regarding their target and source classes and whether these 
classes are passive or active.

Notation

xxx

7.27 object multiplicity

Description

xxx

Attributes

xxx
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Semantics

xxx

Notation

xxx
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8 Semantics

8.1 Overview

This chapter describes the semantics in both semi-formal and formal forms for the UML Profile for Communicating 
Systems.

8.2 Event Dispatch

Event dispatch is the method by which signals are communicated, firstly between instances of active classes and then 
between the receiving port and the state machine. The default mechanism is outlined below, given the model shown in 
figures and .

Instance a sends a signal of type S via its port p

Instance b receives that signal via its port q

This signal instance (s) is placed in b’s event pool and is associated with a local 
timestamp and the port that it was received via.

b’s dispatcher “randomly” (or as per some user defined algorithm) takes a signal 
instance from the event pool. In this case we assume that it takes s1

Figure 4 Example Class Diagram

Figure 5 Example Composite Structure Diagram
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If there exists one or more transitions that can fire on signals of type s1 then:

   select those whose guards evaluate to true

   if this list if empty then the signal instance is destroyed and b remains in 
the same state without the transition firing

   else:

   randomly select a transition from the list of available transitions

    for the current state, execute the exit operations

    for the selected transition, execute any operation on the transitions

    enter the target state of that transitions    

    for the state to be entered, execute its entry operations

    

else:

If the type of s1 is currently listed in the list of deferred signal types for the 
current state of b’s state machine then s1 is placed back in the event pool 
otherwise

   else the signal instance is destroyed.

There do exist a large number of semantic variations for the eventpool, dispatcher and selection process, these can be 
summarised as follows based upon the dispatch semantics:

•selection is made on the timestamp

•selection is made on the receiving port

•selection is made on the priority of the signal instance

The event pool may be modelled as a general purpose pool or as a set of priority queues. The event pool may also manage 
the signal instances to prevent starvation of low priority signal instances for example.

The point at which a state is left and a state entered may vary depending on semantics, however it is always assumed that 
this is instantaneous to prevent the situations where a state machine is left in some undefined state.
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9 UML-CS as a Profile of UML2.0

9.1 Overview

This chapter describes therelationship between UML-CS and UML2.0.

UML-CS is a language that is specifically designed for the description and specification of communicating systems and 
such can be used as its own stand-alone modelling language.

Many features of the UML2.0 can be used to fulfil the same purpose and provide additional modelling capabilties. 
However the degree of customisation of the UML2.0 is prohibitive in terms of cost and standardisation of the syntax and 
semantics of such as modelling language.

By profiling the UML2.0 with the UML-CS we gain the modelling features of the UML2.0 and the increased formality of 
the defintions provided in the UML-CS. These advantages are also reflected in the amount of knowledge already existing 
about the UML and the amount of tool support available. For example it is (sic.) obvious that the UML-CS concept of Class 
equates to the UML2.0 concept of Class; similarly attribute, operation, interface etc.

The rest of this chapter identifies the following:

•Subset of the UML2.0 applicable to UML-CS

•Points of extension to the UML2.0

•Semantic variation points in the UML2.0 which are closed by the UML-CS

•Default graphical and textual notations

•Relationship to other UML diagram types
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A1 Language Structure

A1.1 MOF Models

In this section we provide models of the language using MOF.

Figure 1 UML-CS Package Structure
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Figure 2 UML-CS Structure
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Figure 3 UML-CS Behaviour

Figure 5 UML-CS Priorities
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A1.2 Constraints

All signal instances in an event pool must have been received by some port on the class that owns the event pool 
context ActiveClass
inv: self.EventPool.SignalInstance.receivedVia->forall(p . self.Port->includes(p) )

Figure 4 Composite Structure

Figure 6 UML-CS Timers
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Active class’ dispatcher is related to theatactive class’ event pool
context ActiveClass
inv: self.EventPool.Dispatcher = self.Dispatcher

Active class’ dispatcher drives the same state machine as is owned by that active class
context ActiveClass
inv: self.Dispatcher.drives = self.StateMachine

A transition can only access operations of the owning active class
context Transition
inv: 
-- informally because this involves computing the transitive closure in OCL, which is hard

Contexts in composite structure diagrams are classes and therefore can only contain instances of ports which are defined 
in the active class of that context

context Context
inv: self.has.isOf -> forAll( t . self.inContextOf.Port -> includes(t) )

Parts in in composite structure diagrams are classes and therefore can only contain instances of ports which are defined in 
the active class of that context

context Part
inv: self.has.isOf -> forAll( t . self.isOfClass.Port -> includes(t) )

The context and parts can not share port instances
context Context
inv: self.has -> intersection( self.contains.PortInstance ) -> size() = 0

Connectors can not connect the same port instances together
context Connector
inv: not(self.source = self.target)

Figure 7 Abstract Core Concepts
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Actions - Events - Triggers - Transitions - States

•Do we need an ACK mechanism in the language for signal receipt and if so when does the ACK get generated?

•Timers? Use from SPT?

Assosiations

•Generalization semantics? And especially between active classes? Currently we say NO! but can we just state that the 
generalised state machine is a super set of the parent state machine. Its the modelles’s fault is they do something stupid 
- suggest Liskov Substitution Principle as a good ideas = compatable behavioural semantics

•Associations between active classes - creation and deletion of active class

Signal handling

•Antti needs to write about the default signal hander in terms of action language

Semantic Variation Points

•all closed but with only default case solutions. The profile demands that all variation points listed be documented if 
deviating from the default profile.

Priority:

Define a metaclass Priority which can be used as a stereotype for actual prority defintions. You also need a metaclass called 
“priority order” which defines the total (or partial??!?!?!) ordering between priorities. The actual priorities are then defined 
as the basic types are in UML which are classes of stereotype <<type>>.
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